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PicShrink is a one of the best way to optimize a digital photo image. It enables you to create high
quality print at a low cost. You can reduce size, increase photo quality (print resolution, quality),
magnify pictures and add a watermark for photo protection. You can optimize digital photos and
improve quality of images when you optimize them with PicShrink. It reduces the size and the
quality of your images at the same time. Main features of PicShrink: - Print on paper: watermark,
extra border, High quality print at low cost - Resize, crop, re-size, watermark, etc... - File
compression: JPG, JPEG, TIFF, BMP - Background color: black, white - Resolution: 300dpi, 72dpi
- Print mode: Fit to paper, Custom, Manage size/Quality - Watermark: Text and pictures - Color
mode: Sepia, Black and white, Grayscale - Brightness and contrast: - Brightness: 0-100% - Contrast:
-100 to +100 - Intensity: 0-100 - Creating a new file with your settings - Display file size, quality,
and resolution - Advanced options for advanced users - Small and nice size - Support for English,
French, German, Russian, Spanish, Portuguese, Japanese, Polish, Romanian and others - You can
add an image, text, and picture to the watermark - You can print your own pictures at home at the
highest quality, without any kind of expenses - You can convert your pictures into print friendly
format (JPG, JPEG, GIF) - Print on paper or on CD - You can easily create a low resolution copy
of the photo for sharing on Facebook, Twitter, etc... - You can export your pictures in JPG, JPEG,
TIFF, BMP format - You can view the original picture RealGM General CommentThis is a totally
new version of this app. Whatever happened to s the old version? There is no more download
button. Why? It was deleted. Well, maybe it's just an addition to the app. If you download it, you
will see if it's the same. What is the real app name? I mean, the name is PicSetSize. And you will
find it on at least one search engine. If you want to see what it looks like, here
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• An application to optimize digital photos on PC • PicShrink is just one of a multiple of items that
will help to get you on the right track in your digital photography. • You can use it both on your PC
and your mobile device. • Save your time as the photo-editing process will be easy and convenient.
• Get beautiful pictures with PicShrink. ■It's not just a perfect tool for web photo galleries,
because it can also optimize full-screen photos and your pictures for internet dating applications.
■Smart optimize for smartphones and tablets. ■Image editing without a single parameter needed to
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be set. ■High compression ratio. ■Editing within a few seconds with only one mouse click. ■Basic
photo editing and small images ■Auto image format detection and image optimization for web
photo galleries ■Multiple image sets per file ■Automatic image optimization and compression
ratio calculation ■Watermarking ■Compatible with Windows XP, Vista and Windows 7
■Compatible with Linux ■Tutorials and manuals ■Description in English, German and other
languages. ■Supported languages: English, German, Spanish, Italian, French, Dutch, Romanian,
Russian, Portuguese and Turkish ■Suitable for all ages. ■Educational software ■No Demands
■Description: • It can reduce picture size without quality loss. • It's not just a perfect tool for web
photo galleries, because it can also optimize full-screen photos and your pictures for internet dating
applications. • Smart optimize for smartphones and tablets. • Photo editing without a single
parameter needed to be set. • High compression ratio. • Editing within a few seconds with only one
mouse click. • Basic photo editing and small images • Automatically image optimization and
compression ratio calculation • Watermarking • Compatible with Windows XP, Vista and Windows
7 • Compatible with Linux • Tutorials and manuals • Description in English, German and other
languages • Suitable for all ages • Educational software • No Demands E-mail: (Please specify
Email) [email protected]Is Tim Hortons dirty and unhealthy, or just really tasty? A Toronto-based
food-safety law firm specializing in health claims could find itself on the receiving end of a
$27-million lawsuit if it suggests its clients who buy Tim Hortons coffee have some sort of health
09e8f5149f
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PicShrink is a fast and easy to use image management application which allows to view, edit, resize
and convert your images. With the use of the graphical user interface an endless amount of
operations can be performed on your image files, including resizing, cropping, resampling, rotating,
color correcting, smoothing, watermarking, resizing, compressing and converting your image files.
To enable quick and easy image processing, the program employs a menu-driven user interface,
which allows users to easily perform the required operations. The processing of the images is
limited only by the CPU power of your computer. With PicShrink you can directly select your
images which can be edited and adjusted via an easy-to-use graphical user interface. You can then
either edit these images in bulk or in individual files and save all settings in a project. The user
interface is based on a multi-level tree structure. At the top there is a tree view with icon
representation of all supported categories for image files. By selecting an item, other items from the
same category or related subcategories appear. This way the user can quickly get an overview about
all supported categories of the program, and can select the desired option quickly. This way the user
can easily perform a bulk operation or for a single selected image by right-clicking on the item. The
selected image is highlighted in yellow. Because a simple introduction of the program to a new user
is not the main objective of the program, every element of the user interface was carefully selected
and tested, and also is represented in a graphic symbol to enable the user to understand its function
immediately. The interface to the program includes a set of advanced features as well. You will
have a smart visual preview of the final image, which allows you to compare different aspects, such
as brightness and contrast, hue or saturation. All settings can be saved within a project. PicShrink
Features: • Create, open and save image files of any format • View images as JPG, PNG, GIF, TIF,
BMP, TGA, and other formats. Select multiple images at once for batch conversion to the required
file format • Share images through email, ftp, or post them on the web directly • Convert images to
all widely used formats (JPEG, GIF, PNG, TIF, etc.) • View metadata with XMP, IPTC, and other
digital photo metadata tags • Add watermark images •

What's New in the PicShrink?
Size and Save your photos! Free download picshrink software now! XMind is a fully-featured mind
mapping and task management application. XMind can generate mind maps, workflows, mindmaps
and schedules. XMind map is much more than a traditional mind map. It allows users to represent
their ideas, as well as organize them in a hierarchical structure. XMind map is an effective and
easily-used application. XMind Features: - Can generate a variety of mind map images - Can
import and export images - Can include embedded tasks or actions and events - Can be exported to
a PDF document - Can export mind maps to email or HTML and export mapping as RTF - Can
handle extensive visualizations of complex mind maps, such as hierarchical maps - Can set submenus, icons and drop-down menus - Can present views that have been flattened or folded - Can
export to any office document format (including Word, Excel and PowerPoint) - Can include
images, icons, videos, audio and links - Can add a variety of data (text, numbers, dates, etc.) - Can
be deployed on mobile, tablet or desktop InSight is a high-performance screen annotation tool that
enables users to capture, annotate, and create mobile-ready canvases, as well as add a variety of
specialized content like images, audio, videos, flash, and shapes. InSight was designed to meet the
needs of mobile solutions, from laptops to tablets, mobile phones to digital signs, in delivering easyto-view, easy-to-edit content. InSight Features: - Quick and easy to create and resize images for any
screen. - Set your desired canvas size at the start of your session. - Navigate through your canvas
easily and search within your canvas using the tag, date, and number fields. - Control access to
canvas images by dragging them out of the canvas, and provide different permissions for each user.
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- Create, resize, modify and delete image size, color and resolution at the start of your session. Capture the image from webcam, photo library, external camera and provide advanced video
capture settings. - Add text, images, shapes, lines and more to the canvas. - Create a variety of
content like text, shapes, lines, images and audio, to enhance your canvas. - Insert animated video
clips and audio objects to add motion and richer media to
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System Requirements For PicShrink:
Windows 7 64 bit. 1.8 GHz or faster processor. 1 GB RAM. 512 MB free hard disk space. DirectX
9.0c compatible video card with 64 MB of VRAM. Key Features: Detailed World of Warcraft
Battlegrounds gameplay and mechanics such as Caracals, Rastakhan's Rumble, Death Knight
Assault, Stone Giants and the newly released Vanguard of Azeroth. Also includes a playable demo
of The Burning Crusade, an extensive stats and configurable interface to game options
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